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What Were They Thinking??

"Is he really the mayor of the middle school"?

"OK, will the real Marissa please stand up"?

"He got an A on his English and Math tests"

"Wait, I CAN read your mind"!!!

"Mr. Cellucci, do blondes have more fun"?
Sixth Grade - Houses I and IV
Class of 2016
6th Grade Spaghetti Dinner Dance
6th, 7th, and 8th Grades
Polls

At&t vs Verzon
32%  68%

Blonde vs Brunette
36%  64%

Seventeen vs People magazine
51%  49%

The Hills vs The City
64%  36%

Sanborn vs Peabody
52%  48%

Mac Vs. PC
70%  30%

Skiing vs Snowboarding
65%  35%

New Londons vs Sorrentos
33%  67%

Soccer vs Lacrosse
57%  43%

Girls vs Boys
57%  43%

Dunkin donuts vs. Starbucks
62%  38%
Wachusett vs Nashoba  
74%  26%

The Office vs SNL  
54%  46%

Baseball hat vs Flatbrim  
53%  47%

World Series vs Superbowl  
41%  59%

Sour patch kids vs Sour patch Watermelon  
43%  57%

Jeans vs Sweatpants  
81%  19%

Uggs vs Hunter boots  
56%  44%

Google vs Yahoo  
96%  4%

Edward vs Jacob  
30%  70%

Girl school teams vs Boy school teams  
40%  60%
Pop Culture Alphabet

Abercrombie
Back to Beach
CMS
Dances
Eighth Graders
Facebook
Gucci
 Hollister
iPod
Juicy Couture
Kiss 108
Across the Mall
New York
Oreo
Parties!
Quizzno's
Radio
Skinny Jeans
Television
Uggs
Vacation
Vii
Xtreme
Yearbook 09-10
Zebra Stripes
Most Commonly Used Words & Phrases

pimpin' sweet oh my god
NO cool IDK JK
Dumb Chop yo mama...
Would you like some ice for that burn?
oh wow!
did I just say that out loud? scrub
When you...like...
I'm not gonna lie mean one thing
and you say another
FAIL!
I'm tired WHAT UP?
no offense BEAST
that's what she said hot WICKED
Say what?

even a guinea pig in a corn maze would know that
Samuel Cupo
Evan Curran
Brian Dalton
Hannah Davis
Anna DeLong
Nivada Devone
Margaret Drew
Sophia Drew
Katelyn Duggan
Juliana Durming
Aidan Ernesti
Conley Ernst
Ralf Falaise II
Isabel Feinstein
Julian Feshbach-Meroney
Nathaniel Fisher
Liam Ford
Oliver Fraser
Awan Freyman
Jacoby Freimont
Benjamin Friedman
Katherine Fujishaw
Joey Galbo
Isabel Garbayo
John Gardner
Zoe Garrett
Amanda Gates
Christopher George
Elizabeth Geraghty
Aiden Gerstmyer
Sebastian Gomia
Alexandra Goodhae
Sam Gordon
Molly Goslin
Catherine Gouchoe

Ms. Newhall
Peabody

Ms. Austin
Sanborn
Maggie Painter
Mitchell Palmer
Steven Parageotes
Keegan Paseo
Emily Perkins
Benjamin Pervin
Benjamin Pignata
Rachel Pigula
Lillian Pizzuti
Cynthia Pizzuti
Lisa Radavich
Emma Reichert
Ian Reid-McGaffin
Samantha Reilly
Daniel Reinert
Spencer Ridick
Moses Riley
Christin Rindlisbacher
Maya Robinson
Cayley Rosset
Daniel Rowland
Kendall Ryan
Vanessa Ryan
Isabel Ryde
Sarena Sabine
Nicole Salch
Fredrick Sample
Cady Sanderson
Mary Sapp
Peter Saraceno
Sophia Seichilone
Amanda Sessa
John Shewny
Joel Sibley
Bethany Smith

Ms. Buteau/Ms. Karpeichik-Hill
Sanborn
Class of 2015
7TH GRADE BARBECUE DANCE
7th-8th Grade Spring Dance
Class of 2014
Mayah Gilmer  
Rebecca Goggin  
John Grace  
Paige Greeley  
Julia Gregory  
Corinne Haase  

Taylor Hale  
Caroline Hall  
Jason Han  
Tessa Hanselman  
Ronald Hargrove  
Charles Hart  

Tobias Harvey  
Jamir Henderson  
Eliza Henry  
Jacob Hession-Kunz  
Jordan Hill  
Maalana Hislop  

Natalie Hobson  
Sophie Holin  
Hakule Holmberg  
Chloe Howes  
Sarah Hutchinson  
Elana Israel  

Joseph Jacobs  
Amelia Johnson  
Gabriel Karr  
Jaskiran Kaur  
Thomas Kearns  
Madeleine Kelly  

Aleksa Key  
Blair Kimble  
Kristin Kirchgessner  
Tristan Kleyn  
Gabriel Kussin  
Jacob Lasorsa  

Class of 2014
Class of 2014
Madalyn Pozerycki  
William Prewitt  
Jonah Randle  
Dahlia Raz  
Elizabeth Rea-Wilson  
Lea Reed  

Rebecca Rennert  
Brenda Rice  
Ryan Robillard  
Allison Rodriguez  
Isabel Rodriguez  
Megan Rush  

Daniel Rutledge  
Michael Ryan  
Kaitlyn Schaaf  
Daniel Schmidt  
Nathaniel Schultz  
Tarek Scott  

Talva Sena  
Kyle Sheehan  
Mitchell Sheppard  
Sadie Siebert  
Jeremy Silver  
Russell Smith  

Cecelia Spiers  
Knowles Spofford  
Hannah Stack-Dunnibier  
Lauren Steele  
Alexandra Stephens  
Blake Swanson  

Zoe Sweet  
Sarah Tan  
Fairchild Tang  
Blaine Taylor  
Mcaghna Teitelman  
Andrew Thibeault  

Class of 2014
shout outs

Sadie,
Hi! I got you a fork!

love Hannah.

You’re A ........... JERK!
- Ha Ha!
jayla

max, stop mooching
-Joe VV

AKWARD SILENCE ...........

HI 2 MY HR JBPCVBFLLS

to my china buds...
sheep!!
jasmine flower
and
“say it aint so”
great trip
-sarah and maddy
vineet........... zip
it!!

-j-tilts

Jason- its a wolf thing

love Hannah.

Sobrina:
Why are you wearing
socks and slippers?
Socks are supposed to
keep your feet warm,
not your SOCKS!
- HANNAH

Eliza we are watching
you.....

Remember the clam chowder incident?
-Joe Valle

Mayah,
“Who’s responsible for
cleaning up YOUR mess?
Table captains!!”
-L.S.
-Sophie
+ = marriage
-J.A

Dude I don’t swing that way.
-anonymous

the wolf man arm
returns
-j-tilts

why did ya just say timber

Hey,hey,hey Billi
from, nina

so many good times
KODAK can’t even capture

T-BO

“The Victors never win!”
thanks Tocci

Jason is Jackson
from,
P and J

High School s gonna Rock
with all y’all

madeleine,
you da man!
my BFF
Meghan
Margarite, Skipping! -The interesting lady
Vanilla bear + hi.
Mocha bear+ You Know Who
Cappachino bear = <3
   Baldy
To China Buddies:
Best China year ever!!
KE$HA does not
feel like me in the
morning
P-Diddy

yo giddyup!
~lil’ banjo
Bubba you are
scrub.
<3 anonymous

To Mayah,
Step looking at me!
<3Denyel
Fansceca

Holan 2 mi peepsies
Sharai is the coolest person, funnest person.
<3 Joe Jacobs

I love
elephants! ya-yayaya-yayayayayay
ya ya
HI Hagrid
8th Grade Homerooms

Ms. Funaki
Math

Mr. Cellucci
Math

Mr. Murphy
Social Studies

Mr. Robbins
Social Studies
FUNNY BUMPER STICKERS

If Barbie is so popular, then why do you have to buy her friends?

4 out of 3 People have trouble with fractions.

The more boys I meet, the more I love my dog.

They can send me to school but they can't make me think!

Watch out, I'm late for drivers ed-class!

Mooooove...I'm trying to speed!

A day without sunshine is like...night.
Peabody Baby Pictures

1) Emily Belson
2) Abigail Ojemann
3) Allie Kirchgessner
4) Andrew Thibeault
5) Aynsley Wedge
6) Benji Page
7) Calvin Coffin
8) Gabe Kussin
9) Jackie French
10) Jesse Gagne
11) Katie Carpenter
12) Knowles Spofford
13) Kylie Thomas
14) Lauren Steele
15) Lucas Van Dyke
16) Maalana Hislop
17) Mayah Gilmer
18) Meghan D'Arcy
19) Mike Merlino
20) Paige Greeley
21) Rachael Murphy
22) Sage Ziemba
23) Scott Brazina
24) Sean Morahan
25) Sharai Dotten
26) Sonia and Isabelle Williams
27) Sophie Holin
28) Tristan Kley
29) Ronald Hargrove
30) Jason Tilton
31) Rebecca Goggin
32) Tara Freeman
PEABODY PROPHECIES

Katie Abbott: Gymnast
Ben Aley: Comedian
Gabe Areia: Pro Dodgeballist
Casey Antinito: Softball Player
Allie Barrett: Psychiatrist
Thomas Barron: Salesman
Emily Belson: Nurse
Liz Berman: Secretary for CEO
Sabrina Bohrer: Salon Owner
Scott Brazina: Surgeon
Nick Brozowski: Stunt Man
Davante B-C: Antique Shop Owner
Brigitte Cameau: Trip Planner
Elaine Campbell: Jewelry Designer
Joe Campbell: Golf Instructor
Katie Carpentier: Country Singer
Vineet Chandra: Tennis Coach
Calvin Coffin: Cartoonist
Allie Collarad: Hockey Referee
Caroline Conley: Photographer
Meghan D'Arcy: Co-Wedding Planner
Jayla Davis: Lawyer
Spencer Davis: Inventor
Jon Dor: Hair Stylist
Sharai Dottin: Singer
Cam Douglas: Hockey Player
Kiera Duggan: Irish Step-Dancer
Alondra Dume: Model
Marcus Ferranti: Dog Trainer
Emma Fisher: Elephant Rider
Leo Fondriest: Physicist
Tara Freeman: Movie Director
Jackie French: Magazine Editor
Rose-Marie Fuchs: Model
Jesse Gagne: Pro Golfer
Oliver Garside: Pro Tennis Player
Jesse Gechtman: Math Professor
Mayah Gilmer: TV Show Host
Rebecca Goggin: Pre-School Teacher
John Grace: Red Sox Owner
Paige Greeley: Point Dancer
Corrine Hasse: Clothes Shop Owner
Tessa Hanselman: Player
Ronald Hargrove: Freestyle Rapper
Eliza Henry: Ilama Trainer
Maalaa Hislop: Jazz Dancer
Natalie Hobson: Co-Chef
Sophie Holin: World Traveler
Sarah Hutchinson: Pediatrician
Elana Israel: Broadway Star
Gabe Karr: Adult Sci-Fi Author
Jaskiran Kaur: Co-Chef
Thomas Kearns: Baseball Player
Madeline Kelly: Ski Sock Model
Aleksa Key: Mrs. Bieber
Blair Kimble: Actress
Allie Kirchgesner: Swimmer
Tristan Kley: Safari Guide
Gabe Kussin: Shampoo Boy
Ariela Lefkin: Personal Shopper
Allie Lesser: Archaeologist
Monica Lyons: Doctor
Charles Manzella: Police Officer
George Marsh: Welder
Yasmine Massey: Hip-Hop Dancer
Kate Matthews: Horse Trainer
Natalie McArthur: Landscaper
Mike Merlino: Pro Soccer Player
Sarah Milofsky: Hockey Coach
Sean Morahan: Detective
Zach Munn: Announcer
Rachael Murphy: Children's Book Illustrator
Sarah O'Toole: Children's Writer
Abbey Ojemann: Soccer Goalie
Benji Page: L.L. Bean Model
Ryan Robillard: Hat Model
Allison Rodriguez: Hair Stylist
Isabel Rodriguez: Stable Owner
Dan Schmidt: Doodler
Tayla Sena: Make-Up Artist
Kyle Sheehan: Astronaut
Sadie Siebert: Sailor
Jeremy Silver: Pianist
Cecelia Spiers: Hippie
Knowles Spofford: Pirate
Hannah S-D: Radio Personality
Lauren Steele: Co-Wedding Planner
Blaine Taylor: Basketball Player
Meg Teitelman: Guidance Counselor
Andrew Thibeault: Camp Counselor
Kylie Thomas: Veterinarian
Jason Tilton: Band Manager
Ronnie Tocci: Mascot
Max T-C: Hand Model
Joe Valle-Hoag: American Idol Judge
Mickey Valle-Hoag: SS Teacher
Lucas Van Dyke: 5th Grade Teacher
Madeleine Waddoups: Journalist
Aynsley Wedge: Baker
Hayle Wesolowsky: Clothing Designer
Molly Whitman: Giraffe Trainer
Delaney Williams: Anime Artist
Isabelle Williams: Track Coach
Sonia Williams: Horse-Rider
Issac Xia: Rocket Scientist
Sage Ziembra: Art Teacher
Matt Zupan: French Teacher
Sanborn Prophecies

Jeff A.- Tour Guide
Eddie A.- Pharmacist
Annie Rose A.-F. Judge
Haley A.- WNBA Star
Steven A.- Comedian
Kylene A.- Energizer Bunny
Sam B.- Yeti
Abbas B.- Salesman
Ranger B.- NHL Goalie
Jason B.- University Dean
Caroline B.- Doctor
Alyssa B.- Fashion Designer
Anneliese B.- Author
Adam B.- Mime
Noah B.- Magician
Elizabeth B.- Soccer Goalie
Julia C.- Tennis Player
Nathaniel C.- Teacher
Elizabeth C.- Librarian
Cora C.- Gold Metal Gymnast
Tristan C.- Salesman
Kylie C.- Candy Store Owner
Will Craft- Actor/Actress Critic
Will Cross- Longboarder
Ali D.V.- Pro Softball Player
Ian D.- Penguin Trainer
Darryl E.-A.-Host of Deal or No Deal
Josh E.- Biker
Altan E.- Pro Saxophone Player
Vicky F.- Miami Cheerleader
Denyel F.- Actress
Alex G.- Potato Farmer
Emma G.- Covergirl
Margaret G.- contetant on Wonder Wheel
Julia G.- 1st Female President
Taylor H.- Pro Swimmer
Caroline H.- Commentator
Jason H.- Preschool Teacher
Charlie H.- Graffiti Artist
Toby H.- Cello Player
Jamir H.- NBA Star
Jacob H-K.- Apple Genius
Jordan H.- Weather man
Hakule H.- Radio Show Host
Chloe H.- Horseback Rider
Joe J.- Red Sox Manager
Amelia J.- Zoologist
Jacob L.- Video Game Maker
Caitlin L.- Olympic Track Runner
Jessica L.- Piano Player
Jackie L.- Lawyer
Sarah M.- Personal Shopper
Emma M.- Nail Artist
Henry M.- Indiana Jones
Iliana M-T.- Film Maker
Sophie M.- Make-Up Artist
Jeff M.: Video Game Creator
Elle M.- Lunch Box Collector
Michael Messina- NHL Player
Jackie M.- Figure Skater
Michael Murphy- Surgeon
Abby N.- Snow White
Karl N.- Ventrioloquist
Margaret O.- Supermodel
Becca O.- Hair Stylist
Alexa O.- Vampire
Sarah P.- Bookstore Owner
Maddie P.- Writer
Will P.- Gym Teacher
Jonah R.- Comedy Singer
Dahlia R.- Pet Store Owner
Elizabeth R.W.- Pet Shop Owner
Lea R.- Boutique Owner
Rebecca R.- Jeweler
Brenda R.- Superhero
Meg R.- The Next Annie
Daniel R.- Pro Trombonist
Michael R.- Pro Football Player
Jack S.- Pro Soccer Player
Kailyn S.- Sweatshirt Designer
Nate S.- Pilot
Tarek S.- Orange Farmer
Mitchell S.- Car Dealer
Russell S.- Museum Owner
Ali S.- Talk Show Host
Blake S.- Singer
Zoe S.- Secret Agent
Sarah T.- Psychologist
Fairchild T.- Boston Pops Conductor
Izzy T.- Pro Snowboarding
Annie T.- Customer Service
Nala T.- Lawyer
Cam V.- Ski Instructor
Izzy V.- Therapist
Brendan V.- SNL Sketch Writer
Hung V.- Math Teacher
Michael V.- Stock Broker
Joe W.- Animation Artist
Johanna W.- Mrs. Bieber
Lili W.- Comedian
Michael W.- Pro Ping Pong Player
Ethan W.- Cat
Sarah W.- Pottery Teacher
Christian W.-T.- CEO of Crest
Charles W.- CEO of Google
Yano W.- Pro Paint Baller
Allison W.- Scientist
Kyle W.- Sushi Maker
Aubrae W.- Dancing Queen
Stevie Y.- Contemporary Dancer
November 25, 2009
Random Words

Cahoots: Partnership; Comradeship

Bump City: a place where you can dance all night

Sardoodledum: Another word for "staginess" or "melodrama."

Janky: When "nasty" or "icky" just doesn't cut it anymore.

Tittle: the dot above the letter i.

Fridersday: When you start partying on Friday and it lasts well into lunchtime on Saturday.

Jiffy: A grandmother like a grandfather.

Driffr: To make a big deal out of something of little importance. Also means to add flashy or excessive decoration.

Persnickety: To be fussy about small details.

Dirf: The number between five and six.
Did you pass gas? Because you blew me away.

Guy: Fat penguin.

Girl: What!?

Guy: I just wanted to say something that would break the ice.

Girl: What for?

Guy: Can I borrow a quarter?

Girl: I'm not.
People in TV Shows

MARGARET O’BRIEN- America’s Next Top Model
SPENCER DAVIS- Jeopardy
HANNAH STACK-DUNNBIER- Hannah Montana
JEREMY SILVER & KYLENE AZIZ- Glee
LIZ BÉRMAN- Monk
ALEKSA KEY & HALEY ANDONIAN- Cribs
BRENDAN VISCHER- America’s Funniest Home Videos
CAM VEIDENHEIMER- The Bachelor
ALI STEVENS- Survivor
PAIGE GREELEY- Dancing With The Stars
STEVIE YANG- 90210
CAROLINE HALL- Fear Factor
VINEET CHANDRA- Are You Smarter than a Fifth Grader?
MADELEINE KELLY- Winter Olympics
PEABODY - REMEMBER WHEN...

Calvin C. ran the entire Carlisle Invitational without a shoe - Brigitte C. came to CMS - Nick B. pantsed Charles M. at recess - Mr. Murphy sat on Yasmine M.’s and Maddy W.’s stuffed animals in social studies - At maroon and gold day, Aleksa K., Abbey O., Molly W., Mickey V.H., and Joe V.H., did the chicken dance - Ms. Morran called Vineet C. “dumb as dirt” - Tristan K. and Kyle S. put soldiers around the Spanish room - The French students put all their stuffed animals on Mrs. Funaki’s desk - Knowles S. ran the mile in his banana costume - Jon D. switched seats every time Ms. Wong wasn’t looking in science - Ben A. broke the huge $500 beaker in science - Sabrina B. made expired oatmeal in the teacher’s room - 7th grade Social Studies sang Don’t Stop Believing - Oliver G. came to CMS - Sadie S. broke the Maroon and Gold day clothing record - Gabe Kussin wore the same sweatshirt every day in 8th grade social studies - Emily B. thought “Uno momento pour favor” was French - Ronald H. proposed to Natalie M. in chorus - Ms. Funaki, Mr. Montrose and Ms. Plante did and interpretive dance while Mr. Wenstrom played the guitar at the talent show - Gabe A. came back to CMS - Ms. P held up her arms in parentheses to teach “imperative- you understood!” - Mr. Murphy read The Bear That Wasn’t in many different voices - Ms. Wong stole the large beaker and Ms. Paladino had us do chromatography to figure it out - A french exchange student thought Cam D. was cute - Matt Z. came to CMS - Eliza H. and Monica L. baked salty brownies and handed them out - Hannah S.D. brought a huge poo bear stuffed animal for french - Allie K switched instruments
Mr. Cellucci said "Yano, you better watch your girlfriend. She's flirting with me!" ~ Some of us were in Ms. Welburn's 7th grade English class... ~ "What happens in English stays in English" ~ Caitlin L. tripped over her sweatshirt in the hall, did a spin, and fell flat on her face ~ Charlie H. thought of hobo mansion ~ Marker fights in Ms. Austin's class ~ Lili W. brought a tree into the locker room ~ Josh E. wore a red sweatshirt everyday ~ Noah B. shut the substitute out of the room in English ~ The B's that shouldn't be shown ~ Annie T. said, "I brought boys" ~ Elle M. wore mismatching shoes ~ Darryll E. A. and Jason B. duct tape waxed in science ~ The rat in Mr. Cellucci's coffee ~ Michael W. gave out Airheads ~ Jason H. said, "Suspicious" ~ Jeff A. left his clothes all around the school ~ Henry M. wore his hat everyday ~ Jackie L.'s cowgirl boots ~ The 6th grade Chinese Teacher thought Fairchild T. was a girl ~ Brenda R. and Cam V. looked alike ~ Haley A., Ali D., Caroline H. and Kylie C. did Bubbilicious ~ Baseball in Ms. Regis's homeroom ~ The bus crash to Fenway ~ Michael M. wore a necklace ~ Ali S. and Jonah R. beatboxed ~ Lea R. started a tangent about scary stories ~ Brendan V. hit Sarah W. in the eye with a racket ~ Emma G. screamed in health ~ Abbas B. first saw snow ~ Ranger B. always slept in class ~ Steven A. dressed like a female teacher ~ Jacob H-K., Altan E., Jacob L. and Michael V. always read in class ~ Michael R., Joe J., and Rebecca R made a bridge that held 65 pounds ~ Sarah P. sang for her social studies project ~ Girls soccer came up with "mustard" ~ Julia C. fell in a puddle ~ Girls basketball beat the boys ~ All the boys in math stood around Rosie A. F. when she was having a laughing fit ~ Mitchell S. leaned back in his chair and fell ~ Ian D. walked like a penguin ~ Tristan C. made himself look like a backpack ~ Emma M., Julia G., and Taylor H. called Kiss 108 during English class ~ Will C. sprinted up the stairs on his crutches ~ Russell S. chilled out in math
Top Songs of 2009-2010

You Belong With Me by Taylor Swift
Down by Jay Sean feat. Lil Wayne
Fireflies by Owl City
Watchya Say by Jason DeRulo
Replay by Iyaz
Bad Romance by Lady GaGa
Party In The USA by Miley Cyrus
3 by Britney Spears
One Time by Justin Bieber
Never Say Never by The Fray
I Gotta Feeling by The Black Eyed Pees
Evacuate The Dancefloor by Cascada
Need You Now by Lady Antebellum
Sexy Chick by David Guetta
Tie Me Down by New Boyz
Use Somebody by Kings of Leon
Forever by Lil Wayne, Kanye West, Drake & Eminem
She Wolf by Shakira
Empire State Of Mind by Jay-Z feat Alicia Keys
Fallin’ For You by Colbie Caillat
Life After You by Daughtry
Aquarius, January 21 - February 19: Aquarius is the water carrier. Where there is water, there is life; you have a lively personality that draws others to you. Have fun when you can, and focus on the skills you need to acquire to make a positive mark on this life. Be aware that you can learn more from mistakes than you can from success. Perfect Match: Virgo

Pisces, February 20 - March 20: As a Pisces you are a fish; you go through life with ease. You are selfless and can share the innermost depths of you soul with those who you consider friends. However sometimes you may be too open. Kindness can sometimes go too far. You need some time just to chill and find what you want and who you want to be. Perfect Match: Capricorn

Aries, March 21 - April 20: You’ve had a tough year and not everything has gone according to plan. You may have gotten a D- on a paper or failed a midyear but you have a happy summer to look forward to. Don’t lose sight of the year passed as you move on to the next grade. You have learned lessons that will help you greatly in the coming year. Perfect Match: Cancer

Taurus, April 21 - May 21: Your astrological animal is a bull, but don’t be a bully! Over the summer you will be asked to do things you would rather not but do these things with an open heart and you will be rewarded. Look for beauty and reason and you will find it, no matter what the situation. Perfect Match: Gemini

Gemini, May 22 - June 21: Summer is finally here! Hang with your friends and spend some time with your family too. Explore the world through books and you will never be lonely. If you can, start a summer reading circle. Get together a few close friends or some people you want to be friends with and spend some time reading books and laughing about life. Perfect Match: Taurus

Cancer, June 22 - July 22: Summer is here and it is going to be great! No matter what happens you will find some way to have fun. Cancers are very innovative and always think of great ideas. Whether it is pouring cats and dogs outside or as dry as a desert you can always be counted on to find some way to have fun. Perfect Match: Aries

Leo, July 23 - August 21: This summer is going to be one to remember. Do something unexpected this year; Leos have a forgiving spirit, maybe this year you could request donations to your favorite charity instead of a new computer. Use your creative brain to think of some new ideas to have fun in this exciting summer. Perfect Match: Libra

Virgo, August 22 - September 23: Virgo is the only female astrological sign but that doesn’t mean it's only for girls. Virgo boys and girls have been known to be very productive and have a mind for critical thinking. As school starts up next year focus on what you have to accomplish. Take things slow and don’t give up if you don’t understand something. Perfect Match: Aquarius

Libra, September 24 - October 23: Libra is the Scales, a symbol of justice and fairness. Gambling (the perfect opposite of fairness) is in your nature; you may be tempted this summer to risk more than you are willing to give up. You will want to branch out and that is good, just make sure you don’t stray too far from who you really are. People like you for you, not who you pretend to be. Perfect Match: Leo

Scorpio, October 24 - November 22: Scorpions, desert dwellers with attitude. Try to use you attitude to help others, not just to help yourself; you will do great things, greater than those expected of you. Procrastination is one of the only destructive qualities of your nature; do things today, they can’t often wait for tomorrow. Perfect Match: Libra

Sagittarius, November 23 - December 22: You are the gifted and highly optimistic centaur. You are wise and will gain knowledge as you look to forces outside yourself. You are of the night sky, so look to the stars for answers. Power is in you mind, learn to access it. Try to stay grounded in your ambitions. Perfect Match: Scorpio

Capricorn, December 23 - January 20: Capricorn, the Sea Goat, loves to be the one giving help and not the one in need of it. Realize that sometime or another you will need help and can’t do everything yourself. This summer is a beginning, not an end; focus on the positive influences you have in your life and not the negative. Perfect Match: Pisces
PEABODY
SUPERLATIVES

ENERGETIC
1. [Image]
2. [Image]
3. [Image]
4. [Image]

MOST ATHLETIC

ARTISTIC
5. [Image]
6. [Image]
7. [Image]
8. [Image]

CREATIVE

GULLIBLE
9. [Image]
10. [Image]
11. [Image]
12. [Image]

MUSICALLY TALENTED

BEST SMILE
13. [Image]
14. [Image]
15. [Image]
16. [Image]

LOVES TO LAUGH

MOST LIKELY TO BE FAMOUS
17. [Image]
18. [Image]

1. CECELIA SPIERS
2. JEREMY SILVER
3. ALLIE BARRETT
4. THOMAS KEARNS
5. DELANEY WILLIAMS
6. CALVIN COFFIN
7. SOPHIE HOLIN
8. TRISTAN KLEYN
9. MOLLY WHITMAN
10. MARCUS FERRANTI
11. SHARAI DOTTIN
12. MICKEY VH
13. SADIE SIEBERT
14. DAVANTE BC
15. TARA FREEMAN
16. KNOWLES SPOFFORD
17. SABRINA BOHRER
18. RYAN ROBILLARD
SANBORN SUPERLATIVES

Athletic
- Jamir Henderson
- Ali Stephens

Famous
- Ethan Webb
- Denyel Fonseca

Energetic
- Will Crass
- Kylene Aziz

Gullible
- Jonah Randle
- Lili Wallis

Artistic
- Charlie Hart
- Jessica Lu

Loves to Laugh
- Sam Bartlett
- Emma Giangregorio

Best Smile
- Kyle Woodson
- Caroline Hall

Creative
- Jason Boisvert
- Elle McNamara

Musically Talented
- Toby Harvey
- Sarah Ma
HOT

Abercrombie
Facebook
Texting
Parties
Washington Trip
iphones
Hollister
Vacations
SNL dances
Converse
Yearbook

HOMEWORK
SWINE FLU
TRIPPING
CROCS
MONDAYS
FIELDTRIPS
SCHOOL DANCES
MP3 PLAYERS
CALCULATORS
SCHOOL LUNCHES

NOT
# Fashion Do’s and Don’ts

## DO’S
- Uggs with skinny jeans
- Scarves
- Ripped Jeans
- Moccasins
- Knee Socks with boots
- Plaid Flannel Shirts
- Pearl Earrings
- Side ponytails

## DON’TS
- Footsie Pajamas
- Socks and Sandals
- Plaid and Floral prints together
- Low-hanging pants
- Halfway calf socks
- Uggs with shorts
- Sneakers and Skinny Jeans
- Low ponytails in the middle
8th Graders

Houses III & VI
CASEY A. doesn't play softball ~ Thomas B. and Zack M. aren't best friends ~ Scott B. doesn't look bored ~ Elaine C. and Joe C. are short ~ Katie C. doesn't get scared ~ Allie C and Sarah M. aren't playing hockey ~ Caroline C. doesn't say "Maybe" ~ Jayla D. and Yasmine M. don't make fun of Mr. Murphy ~ Alondra D. isn't smiling ~ Leo F. isn't good at soccer ~ Rose Marie F. doesn't have a juicy ~ Meghan D. and Lauren S. aren't best friends ~ Jon D. isn't preppy ~ Kiera D. doesn't dance ~ Emma F. isn't wearing tie-dye ~ Jackie F. isn't blonde ~ Jesse Gagne isn't wearing shorts ~ John G. doesn't like the Red Sox ~ Rebecca G. says "Orange" and "Milk" correctly ~ Maalana H. loses her english accent ~ Natalie H. doesn't like high-wasted skirts ~ Sarah H. is a follower ~ Jaskiran K. cuts her hair ~ Blair K. doesn't have gum ~ George M. doesn't love welding ~ Kate M. is mean ~ Sean M. is at school ~ Sarah O. cuts her nails ~ Gabe Karr doesn't read in class ~ Ariela L. goes a week without shopping ~ Allie L. isn't moving her legs ~ Rachael M. is bad at drawing ~ Blaine T. and Knowles S. are the same height ~ Meg T. doesn't make a sports team ~ Ronnie T. isn't goofing off in class ~ Max T.C. is wearing a T-shirt ~ Hayle W. doesn't speak french and spanish well ~ Isabelle W. and Sonia W. look alike ~ Isaac X. is bad at math ~ Allison R. has the same hairstyle twice ~ Isabel R. doesn't love her horse Joey ~ Dan S. doesn't dootle~ Andrew T. isn't crazy ~ Kylie T. isn't singing ~ Lucas V.D. doesn't have highlights ~ Maddy W. is sad ~ Aynsley W. doesn't watch Greys Anatomy ~ Maya G. doesn't immitate Ms. Morran at lunch ~ Corrine H. doesn't have dimples ~ Tessa H. talks slowly ~ Elana I. isn't in a school musical ~ Benji P. isn't humming or singing ~ Sage Z. is mean ~ Jesse Gechtman isn't good at math ~ Talya hates soccer ~ Mike M. speaks in long sentances
That'll Be The Day When...

Jeff A. is on time to art* Steven A. is shy* Kylene A. is pessimistic* Ranger B. stays awake in class* Caroline B. stops doing the announcements* Adam B. stops playing video games* Noah B. grows his curly hair back* Lizzie C. doesn't know interesting facts* Cora C and Chloe H don't ride horses* Kylie C. doesn't play soccer* Will Crass hates hugs* The weather is too hot for Julia C.* Ali D. isn't called Bubba* Josh E. becomes a NASA engineer* Vicky F. wears jeans* Denyel F. is a slow runner* Alex G. isn't injured* Rebecca R. becomes a Red Sox fan* Jason H. doesn't like children* Charlie H. stops lacing his lacrosse stick* Toby H. wears shorts* Jamir H. is bad at basketball* Jacob H.K. is a werewolf* Hakule H. isn't loveable* Joe J. hates baseball* Jacob L. doesn't wear a collared shirt* Jackie L. isn't obsessed with Harry Potter and Twilight* Sarah M. and Meg R. stop wearing designer clothes* Henry M. doesn't wear his hat* Iliana M.T. is quiet* Jeff M. isn't obsessed with the CIA* Elle M. wears the same shoes* Jackie M. stops skating* Michael Murphy doesn't enjoy gym* Margaret O. is mean* Sarah P. doesn't sing* Will P. enrolls at Fenn* Dahlia R. hates animals* Daniel R. can't draw* Michael R. doesn't like Michigan* Jack S. loses his accent* Mitchell S. doesn't need his morning coffee* Nala T. is grumpy* Cam V. hates being a ginger* Micheal V. doesn't have a philosophy* Joe W. stops playing hackysack* Johanna W. doesn't text in class* Lili W. is boring* Michael W. hates dinosaurs* Charles W. hates purple* Yano W. hates Princeton* Allison W. writes big* Kyle W. hates pie* Aubrée W. doesn't dance in gym* Stevie Y. fails math* Alyssa Boyle hates softball* Anneliese B. gets in trouble for talking too much in class* Elizabeth B. minds being goalie* Nathaniel C. doesn't know random facts about other countries* Jordan H. and Kaitlyn S. aren't in the musical* Amelia J. doesn't make good cookies* Abby N. wears miss-matched clothing* Sophie M. and Ethan W. don't meow during class* Karl N. hates fishing* Alexa O.H. writes her own book series about fairies* Becca O. runs the Boston Marathon* Maddie P. and Izzy T. listen to country music* Elizabeth R.W. changes her last name to Wilson-Rea* Meg R. slows down* Nate S. gets shorter* Tarek S. forgets her bling* Zoe S. and Blake S. are separated* Sarah T. doesn't like Science* Christian W.-T. wears dull clothing* Hung V. is full* Eddie A. doesn't brush his hair* Margaret G. doesn't play soccer* Izzy V. wears her hair curly
2009-2010 CMS Sports Teams

Boys Soccer Undefeated

Girls Soccer

Field Hockey Undefeated

Cross Country

Boys BB Undefeated

Girls Basketball

Girls Softball

Boys Baseball
Band, chorus, & Orchestra
Peabody Sanborn